assemble - to fit together the parts of
attentiveness - mindful, observant
complex - hard to separate, analyze, or solve
compliance - conformity in fulfilling official requirements
compute - to determine or calculate by mathematical means
conscience - conformity to what one considers to be correct, right, or morally good
contract - a binding agreement between two or more persons or parties
database - a usually large collection of data organized especially for rapid search and retrieval (as by a computer)
develop - to create or produce especially by deliberate effort over time
exert - to put forth (strength, effort, etc.)
express - to represent in words
generate - to bring into existence
guidance - the act or process of guiding (to direct in a way or course)
manipulate - to treat or operate with or as if with the hands or by mechanical means especially in a skillful manner
market - to sell
negotiate - to confer with another so as to arrive at the settlement of some matter
numerical - of or relating to numbers
obstacle - something that impedes (to interfere with or slow the progress of) progress or achievement

oppose - to offer resistance to

philosophical - of or relating to philosophy (a theory underlying or regarding a sphere of activity or thought)

plunge - to cause to enter a state or course of action usually suddenly, unexpectedly

precisely - exactly

procedure - a series of steps followed in a regular definite order

rash - marked by or proceeding from undue haste or lack of deliberation or caution

reduce - to diminish in size, amount, extent, or number

reserved - restrained in words and actions

regularity - the quality or state of being regular (recurring, attending, or functioning at fixed, uniform, or normal intervals)

seek - to go in search of, look for

social - of or relating to human society, the interaction of the individual and the group, or the welfare of human beings as members of society

stamina - the bodily or mental capacity to sustain a prolonged stressful effort or activity

statistical - of, relating to, based on, or employing the principles of statistics (a branch of mathematics dealing with the collection, analysis, interpretation, and presentation of masses of numerical data)

thorough - marked by full detail

transaction - something transacted, especially an exchange or transfer of goods, services or funds
wage - a payment usually of money for labor or services usually according to contract and on an hourly, daily, or piecework basis

winded - to make short of breath